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NEW QUESTION: 1
Manesh is developing the ActivityPlanner XPage. He now needs to
add check boxes that allow a user to select one or more of the
activities of Monthly Volunteering, New Hire Orientation, and
Quality Circle. How can Manesh create the needed check boxes?

A. Create a check box group control on the XPage canvas. In the
Options area of the Properties
tab, enter the following values on separatelines:
Monthly Volunteering
New Hire Orientation
Quality Circle
B. Drag a check box control onto the XPage canvas. In the
Options area of the Properties tab,
enter the following values on separate lines:
Monthly Volunteering
New Hire Orientation
Quality Circle
C. From the controls palette, drag "Other" onto the XPage and
select Other Controls &gt; Checkbox
group. Open the Source tab, and within the
xp:checkBoxGroup tag, enter these lines:
&lt;xp:selectItem itemLabel="Monthly Volunteering"
itemValue="01"&gt;&lt;/xp:selectItem&gt;
&lt;xp:selectItem itemLabel="New Hire Orientation"
itemValue="02"&gt;&lt;/xp:selectItem&gt;
&lt;xp:selectItem itemLabel="Quality Circle"
itemValue="03"&gt;&lt;/xp:selectItem&gt;
D. From the controls palette, drag "Check Box" onto the XPage
canvas. Open the Source tab, and
within the xp:checkBox tag, enter these lines:
&lt;xp:selectItem itemLabel="Monthly Volunteering"
itemValue="01"&gt;&lt;/xp:selectItem&gt;
&lt;xp:selectItem itemLabel="New Hire Orientation"
itemValue="02"&gt;&lt;/xp:selectItem&gt;
&lt;xp:selectItem itemLabel="Quality Circle"
itemValue="03"&gt;&lt;/xp:selectItem&gt;
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements about Cisco VSG are true? (Choose two)
A. It uses optional IP-to-virtual machine mappings to simplify
management of virtual machines
B. It can be integrated with VMWare vCenter to provide
transparent provisioning of policies and profiles.
C. According to Cisco best practices, the VSG should use the
same VLAN for VSM-VEM control traffic and management traffic
D. It uses the Cisco VSG user agent to register with the Cisco
Prime Network Services
Controller
E. It has built-in intelligence for redirecting traffic and
fast-path offload
F. Because it is deployed at layer 2, It can be inserted
without significant reengineering of the network .
Answer: B,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Host A can communicate with Host B but
not with Hosts C or D.
How can the network administrator solve this problem?
A. Install a router and configure a route to route between
VLANs 2 and 3.
B. Install a second switch and put Hosts C and D on that switch
while Hosts A and B remain on the original switch.
C. Configure Hosts C and D with IP addresses in the 192.168.2.0
network.
D. Enable the VLAN trunking protocol on the switch.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Two VLANs require a router in between otherwise they cannot
communicate through a simple switch mechanism
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